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C O N TACT
TESTIMONIALS
"Jordan is extremely knowledgeable about
tennis. Through the junior program, competing
in college at Dayton and in ITF tour events,
Jordan understands what it takes to be at a top
level. A group of us A-type personalities, a little
past our prime, but not willing to admit it, asked
Jordan to come be our cardio/workout pro. We
wanted to drill like we were in college or still
trying to make the tour and Jordan obliges us!
He is very perceptive and can feed each one of
us according to how much he needs to push us
and how we are doing that day. He comes up
with fresh game plans so we don’t get stale and
brings energy every time we are on that court
with him. He helps us technically, tacticallyand
strategically. Not only can Jordan coach old,
wannabe pro level tennis players, but he also
coaches my 4-year old daughter. I have watched
the energy, love of the game and patience he
brings to our mighty mite program. My daughter
came out of her very first group tennis lesson all
bright eyed and energetic and couldn’t wait to
tell me all about it. No matter the skill or age
level, Jordan can impart his knowledge and love
of the game to keep people learning and loving
the sport of tennis!"
-Todd Barnum

"I first met Jordan a few years ago. From the day
one, he has been polite, patient, focused,
encouraging, and over all an incredible tennis
teacher. Depending on how I feel, mentally or
physically, he adjusts my lesson each time, and I
always end up having a great experience, often
to my surprise. I also enjoy him doling out, ever
so inconspicuously, technical elements, at the
level I can digest. It feels as if he has a written
lesson plan for the year. Finally, while I enjoy
Jordan's approach to improve my tennis, I feel
fortunate that he's also a very nice person. This,
to me, weights a lot."
- Junko Mills

jbee1114@rochester.rr.com
ABOUT JORDAN
Jordan’s success as a tennis player began at a young age and
achieved the #1 ranking for boys 16 and 18 in the USTA Eastern
Section. Other national rankings included #8 Nationally ranked
Junior USTA boys U16 , #17 nationally ranked USTA boys U18,
ranked #26 in class of 2015, & Nationally ranked #77 Division 1.
Jordan played Division 1 tennis for the University of Dayton. He is a
professionally ranked ATP Doubles player. Achievements include:
Oracle masters Participant 2019 (64), NCAA Tournament
Participant 2018 (64), 4x First Team All Atlantic-10, 2x Player of
the Year Atlantic-10, Rookie of the Year Atlantic-10. One of
Jordan’s favorite memories is having the opportunity to be a hitting
partner at Cincinnati’s Western and Southern Open 3x, volunteering
with Rafael Nadal, Dominic Thiem, Daniil Medvedev, Grigor
Dimitrov, Simona Halep, Donna Vekic, Nick Kyrgios.
Before joining TCR’s staff, Jordan taught for the Chris Lewis Tennis
Academy’s High Performance Program in Londonderry, Vermont.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
I am comfortable with all ages and skill levels. I am patient,
descriptive,energetic, and encouraging while also challenging my
students. My style varies from live ball to a mixture of hand feeding
and racket feeding drills, & most importantly, constant feedbackthat way my students can think for themselves when playing on
their own time. I am very informative and offer multiple examples
and metaphors when demonstrating technique. My goal is to give
back by sharing my experiences and knowledge with each of my
students.

RATES

30 Minutes $40
60 Minutes $70
90 Minutes $105
Non-Members pay
additional $12 guest fee

